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Figure 2 | In situ optical microscopic observation of directional water
collection on spider silk in mist. a, Dry spider silk is of four semitransparent
puffs. In mist, few tiny water drops (indicated by arrows) first condense on
puffs. b–d, Puffs shrink to opaque bumps with water condensing and form
spindle-knots linked by joint. d–f, The directional water collection on the
wet-rebuilt multistructural spider silk. The images are divided into four
regions (I, II, III and IV). e, Smaller water drops condense on spider silk
(denoted 1210). Water drops move directionally from joints to spindleknots (as indicated by arrows) with volume increasing. f, The growing water
drops 125 coalesce to a larger water drop L covering two spindle-knots (I
and II), while water drops 6, 7 and 8210 coalesce to two medium water
drops: M covering single spindle-knot III and N covering single spindle-knot
IV. g–i, More detailed directional drop movement on individual spindleknot. Smaller water drops (19, 29, 39 and 49) first randomly condense on the
spindle-knot and the joints at 0.156 s (g). With volume increasing, droplets
39 and 49 coalesce into water drop H on the spindle-knot at 0.702 s, while
water droplets 19 and 29 spontaneously move from joints to spindle-knot (as
indicated by white arrows) (h) and coalesce to a larger water drop H9 on the
spindle-knot at 0.796 s (i). Then the joints refresh and a new directional
water collection cycle starts (two tiny water drops 199 and 299 recondense on
the joints) (i). The black arrows indicate the condensing sites of joints that
are favourable for continuous directional water collecting.

a larger drop L that covers two spindle-knots, while drops 6 and 7 in
region III and drops 8–10 in region IV coalesced to form medium-sized
drops M and N, each covering a single spindle-knot. Overall, these
observations imply that the periodic fibre structure of spindle-knots
and joints found in wetted spider silk plays a part in directional water
collection.
We further monitored water collection by focusing on an individual
spindle-knot of the spider silk fibre (Fig. 2g–i). In the initial stage, small
water drops 19, 29, 39 and 49 randomly condensed on the spindle-knot
and the two adjacent joints (Fig. 2g). The growing drop 39 then moved
to the spindle-knot (white arrow in Fig. 2g) where it encountered drop
49 and coalesced to form drop H (Fig. 2h). Meanwhile, the growing
drops 19 and 29 located on the joints also moved towards the spindleknot (white arrows in Fig. 2h) and coalesced with the already-present
drop H to form a larger drop H9 (Fig. 2i). A rather large water drop
finally formed on the spindle-knot through sequential coalescence of
smaller drops originating from the joints.
In this process, the spindle-knot serves in the initial stage as a
condensing site and then as a drop collecting site for the coalescence
of smaller drops that originate from the joints. In contrast, the joints
mainly act as condensing sites (black arrows in Fig. 2g–i), where
water condenses into drops that are then transported to the
spindle-knot. Importantly, after water drops have left the joints
and been collected on the spindle-knot, a new cycle of water condensation and directional drop movement can start on the joints.
This is seen in Fig. 2i, in which drops 199 and 299 condense on the
joints after drops 19 and 29 have formed and moved to the spindleknot. Taken together, these images illustrate how the cooperation
between joints acting as condensing sites and spindle-knots acting
mainly as collecting sites enables uninterrupted directional water

collection (see also Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Movie 1).
We observed such directional water collection behaviour only with
wetted silk fibres (that is, wet-rebuilt silk) from the cribellate spider
Uloborus walckenaerius; in contrast, silkworm silk and nylon fibres
with a uniform structure did not exhibit the directional water collection
phenomenon (Supplementary Figs 3, 4).
To explore in more detail the role of fibre structure in directional
water collection behaviour, we show, in Fig. 3, environmental SEM
images of the wet-rebuilt spider silk. The wetted spider silk is composed of alternate spindle-knots and joints (apex angles 2b < 19u)
with periodicity of 89.3 6 13.5 mm (Fig. 3a). The diameters of
spindle-knots and joints are 21.0 6 2.7 mm and 5.9 6 1.2 mm, respectively. Magnified images of a spindle-knot (Fig. 3b, c) reveal highly
random nanofibrils that give a rough surface topography, while comparable images of a joint (Fig. 3d, e) show that it is composed of
nanofibrils that run relatively parallel to the silk fibre axis and form
an anisotropic aligned and relatively smooth topography. These
structural features can give rise to a surface energy gradient and a
difference in Laplace pressure, which can both act as a driving force
for the directional movement of water drops as detailed below (see
also Fig. 4).
Surface energy gradients can arise from differences in either surface chemical composition7,8 or surface roughness21,22, and such gradients will drive water drops towards the more wettable region with a
higher surface energy. According to Wenzel’s law23:
ð1Þ

cos hW ~r cos h

where r is surface roughness, hw and h are the apparent and intrinsic
contact angles on rough and smooth surfaces, respectively. As for
hydrophilic spider silk17,18, its chemical composition does not change
much along the fibre, but the joint has a smaller axial-parallel roughness and hence larger water contact angle than the spindle-knot
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Figure 3 | Structure of wet-rebuilt spider silk. a, Environmental SEM
images of periodic spindle-knots linking with slender joints. The apex angle
of spindle-knots (2b) is about 19u. Low-magnification (b) and zoomed
(c) images show that the spindle-knot is randomly interweaved by
nanofibrils. d, e, Low-magnification (d) and high-magnification (e) images
of the joint, which is composed of nanofibrils aligned relatively parallel to the
silk axis.
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